Statement of Significance {#s1}
=========================

We assessed over 10000 participants on a comprehensive battery of cognitive tests to ask whether daily sleep duration is associated with high-level cognition. Overall, cognitive performance was worse for participants who reported typically sleeping less or more than 7--8 hours per night---which was roughly half the sample. Importantly, not all high-level cognitive domains exhibited this relationship; sleep duration had no bearing on short-term memory, unlike high-level reasoning and verbal skills, which were impaired by too little, or too much, sleep. This relationship between sleep and cognition did not depend on age. Broadly, these results suggest that many people, who do not get enough sleep daily, may be operating with impaired reasoning and communication skills.

Introduction {#s2}
============

We all sleep, hopefully, every single day. Regular and sufficient sleep helps maintain numerous aspects of physical and mental health \[[@CIT0001], [@CIT0002]\], but countless ordinary life circumstances, such as parenthood, demanding professions, studying, illness, or lifestyle choices often prevent people from getting a full night's sleep. In fact, in a recent US health survey \[[@CIT0003]\] of approximately 250000 people, 29.2% of respondents reported getting less than an average of 6 hours of sleep per night. Individuals who sleep this little on a day-to-day basis are considered to be experiencing chronic partial sleep deprivation (SD) (also known as sleep restriction), which, in a laboratory setting, has been associated with impaired physiological and cognitive functioning \[[@CIT0004], [@CIT0005]\]. Given the fact that so many people report sleeping so little, it seems likely that, as a population, our ability to function in the everyday world is being measurably affected. Indeed, it has been estimated that the productivity lost annually due to chronic partial SD costs an estimated \$21.4 billion in Canada alone \[[@CIT0006]\].

Solving everyday problems requires the cooperation of many different cognitive systems, from low-level functions like maintaining vigilance and attending to certain stimuli while ignoring distractions, to higher-level functions like encoding information into memory, manipulating that information, and communicating the results to other people. It is well understood that many aspects of cognition, including higher-level functions like decision making, are severely impaired by acute total sleep SD \[[@CIT0007], [@CIT0008]\]. However, the effects of naturalistic and chronic sleep restriction are less clear \[[@CIT0005], [@CIT0009]\], in part because fewer studies have been conducted about its effects on cognition than those involving total SD. In addition, those studies that do exist typically measure the effects of partial SD over a short period of time in the lab, use tasks that measure low-level cognitive performance (e.g. vigilance), and when included in meta-analyses are lumped into one or two broadly-defined categories of "cognitive functioning" \[[@CIT0004], [@CIT0005], [@CIT0009], [@CIT0010]\]. As a result, while it appears that sleep restriction does impair cognition, it is not clear what cognitive domains are most affected (e.g. memory vs. problem-solving), and whether these impairments manifest from the type of chronic sleep restriction that many people are experiencing in everyday life.

Previous cross-sectional studies of large survey-type datasets have shown that some simple measures of cognition, like performance on the Mini-Mental State Examination, are related to sleep duration \[[@CIT0011]\]: people who report having an abnormal amount of sleep (e.g. too little or too much sleep) consistently performed worse on such tests. However, with one exception \[[@CIT0015]\] these reports focused on global measures of cognitive performance \[[@CIT0012]\], and/or specific tests sensitive to the onset of Alzheimer's disease \[[@CIT0011], [@CIT0013]\], giving a narrow view of cognitive performance. Also, despite their large samples, none of these studies looked at whether the relationship between sleep duration and cognition depended on demographic variables, like age. After all, it is commonly observed that nightly sleep decreases as we get older \[[@CIT0016]\], and mounting evidence suggests that sleep is important for preserving cognitive function in older adults \[[@CIT0017]\]. Current recommendations \[[@CIT0018]\] suggest that people 65 years and older may need slightly less sleep than younger adults, but these guidelines are based on many factors other than just cognition.

In the current study, we leveraged the power of the Internet to investigate the relationship between everyday sleep and cognition in more than 10000 individuals drawn from all walks of life, age groups, and backgrounds. Volunteers completed the Cambridge Brain Sciences (CBS) online 12-test battery, which taps a broad range of cognitive abilities, such as aspects of inhibition, selective attention, reasoning, verbal short-term memory, spatial working memory, planning, visuospatial working memory, and cognitive flexibility. The tests have been validated in patients with anatomically-specific brain lesions \[[@CIT0019], [@CIT0020]\], in neurodegenerative populations \[[@CIT0021], [@CIT0022]\], in pharmacological intervention studies \[[@CIT0023], [@CIT0024]\], and their neural correlates have been thoroughly described using functional neuroimaging \[[@CIT0025]\].

By combining participants' scores from the broad range of cognitive tests with self-reported information about how much they slept in the past month and on the night before testing, we investigated how real-life sleeping patterns are related to cognition. Specifically, we asked whether the typical amount of sleep was associated with cognitive performance globally, or in specific domains. Then, we looked at whether deviation from the usual amount of sleep had any bearing on cognition. Given the large and diverse sample, we were also able to ask whether the amount of sleep required for normal cognition depended on age. We hypothesized that those participants who typically slept less than (or significantly more than) some optimal amount would exhibit poorer cognition across all domains, yielding an inverted-U shaped association between cognition and sleep duration. Finally, we predicted that this effect would be modulated by age, such that getting too little or too much sleep would be associated with disproportionately worse performance for older, compared to younger, adults.

Materials and Methods {#s3}
=====================

Participants and data selection {#s4}
-------------------------------

All data for this study were collected with the CBS ([www. cambridgebrainsciences.com](http://www.cambridgebrainsciences.com)) online platform, which has previously been used for other large-scale studies of cognition \[[@CIT0029]\]. Visitors to the website could learn about and volunteer to participate in this study, which was approved by Western University's Health Sciences Research Ethics Board. Recruitment was accomplished through social media advertisements (Facebook and Twitter) and word of mouth, and volunteers received no compensation for participating in the study. Participants acknowledged that they could speak fluent English to read the study letter of information, letter of consent, and instructions. After providing informed consent, volunteers completed a questionnaire that included items about: birthdate (used to calculate age at test), gender, level of education, frequency of anxiety- and depression-related episodes in the past month, the (self-reported) number of hours slept per night on average in the past month, and what time the volunteer went to bed and woke the night prior to participating in the study (used to estimate sleep duration the night prior to testing). See [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for a summary of these characteristics in the final sample. Completing the registration process, questionnaire, and 12 tests took approximately 60 minutes.

Overall, 40105 people registered to participate in this study. Of those, 16812 people completed the questionnaire and all 12 tests. Most of this attrition (*N* = 23293) was due to technical issues related to server performance during the initial surge of registrations that prevented participants from completing stages of the experiment. Participants were excluded from the analysis if they: reported their age to be less than 18 or more than 100 years (*N* = 1175); reported sleeping zero or more than 16 hours per night (*N* = 514); or had missing data for any questionnaire items or test scores (*N* = 3853). Test score outliers were then filtered in two passes. First, scores more than 6 *SD*s from the mean were removed (to account for obvious data errors, *N* = 54), then scores more than 4 *SD*s from the mean were removed (*N* = 242). This resulted in final sample of 10886 participants (6797 female, 4013 male, 76 other) with a mean age of 41.7 years (*SD* = 14.3). Responses to optional questions regarding country of origin and languages spoken ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) showed that at least 10314 participants in the final sample (95%) primarily spoke English at home.

Cognitive test battery {#s5}
----------------------

After the questionnaire, participants completed the 12 tests in the CBS test battery. Test order was randomized across participants. Detailed descriptions of the tests (including screen shots and test-retest reliability) can found in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, but in brief they are: (1) Spatial Span (short-term memory); (2) Monkey Ladder (visuospatial working memory); (3) Paired Associates; (4) Token Search (working memory and strategy); (5) Odd One Out (deductive reasoning); (6) Rotations (mental rotation); (7) Feature Match (feature-based attention and concentration); (8) Spatial Planning (planning and executive function); (9) Interlocking Polygons (visuospatial processing); (10) Grammatical Reasoning (verbal reasoning); (11) Double Trouble (a modified Stroop task); and (12) Digit Span (verbal working memory).

Cognitive performance scores {#s6}
----------------------------

Our measures of cognitive performance comprised scores from the 12 individual tests, and four "composite" scores reflecting performance overall and in three specific domains---short-term memory (STM), reasoning, and verbal ability. These three cognitive domains have been found to explain a large proportion of the variability in performance across the test battery and are associated with distinct functional brain networks \[[@CIT0029]\]. To calculate these composite scores, the 12 individual test scores were first normalized (*M* = 0.0, *SD* = 1.0). The three cognitive domain scores were calculated using the formula, $Y = X\left( {Ar^{+}} \right)^{T}$, where $Y$ is the *N* × 3 matrix of domain scores, $X$ is the *N* × 12 matrix of test *z*-scores, $Ar$ is the 12 × 3 matrix of varimax-rotated principal component weights (i.e. factor loadings) from Hampshire et al. \[[@CIT0029]\] ([Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Simply put, all 12 tests contributed to each domain score, as determined by the component weights in [Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The overall measure of performance was calculated as the average of 12 test *z*-scores scaled to have a mean of 0.0 and *SD* of 1.0 in this population; for each individual, the overall score represents their average performance across the entire test battery.

Data analysis {#s7}
-------------

Data were analyzed in Python (version 3.6.2, [www.python. org](http://www.python.org). Accessed September 19, 2018) using SciPy (v0.19.1)---an open source collection of python modules for performing scientific and mathematical computing. Specific packages used included: NumPy (v1.13.1) to provide high-performance matrix and numeric calculation; Pandas (v0.20.3) for data organization, manipulation, and simple analyses; and Statsmodels (v0.8.0) for building and estimating linear regression models, linear mixed effects models, and performing statistical tests (e.g. likelihood ratio \[LR\] tests). Figures were created using the Matplotlib (v2.0.2) and Seaborn (v0.8) python libraries, which are also part of the SciPy framework. All custom python code used for this study, including a viewable notebook that details each step of the analysis, can viewed at (<https://github.com/TheOwenLab/2018-Wild-et-al-Sleep-and-Cognition> Accessed September 19, 2018).

Linear regression models were constructed to predict each of the 16 scores from participants' reported sleep duration and associated questionnaire data, and were estimated using ordinary least squares. The relationship between cognitive performance and the "typical sleep duration" (i.e. the self-reported average number of hours slept per night in the past month) was modeled as a second-order (i.e. quadratic) polynomial, by including two regressors: the reported number of hours slept per night, and the square of this value. Continuous variables---age and sleep duration (before polynomial expansion)---were mean centered before being added as regressors in the model. The covariates of no interest---gender, level of education, frequency of anxiety, and frequency of depression---were all included as *N − 1* dummy coded (0 or 1) regressors, where *N* is the number of categories for each variable (e.g. three levels of gender---Female/ Male/ Other---were modeled with two dummy variables). The interaction between "typical sleep duration" and age was included by specifying two additional regressors (i.e. age times each of the two sleep duration variables). With an included intercept term, the design matrix for each score's regression model had 20 columns and 10886 rows.

To investigate the effect of a single night's sleep on cognition---specifically, whether deviating from the usual amount of sleep was associated with performance---we introduced another factor into our regression analyses: the "sleep delta." This term was calculated as the difference between the estimated number of hours slept the night prior to testing, and the reported usual amount of sleep; that is, the former minus the latter, so that a positive delta indicated getting more sleep than usual. The second-order polynomial expansion of the sleep delta (i.e. sleep delta and delta-squared) was included in the linear regression models to test for a quadratic effect: one might expect that sleeping much more than usual, or much less than usual, would have similar effects. We also included typical sleep duration (and its square), and the interaction between typical sleep duration and sleep delta to account for the fact that the impact of deviating from a regular amount of sleep would likely depend on what the regular amount was. Four regressors were required to model this interaction (i.e. the expansion of the two second-order factors). Age, gender, education, and frequencies of anxiety- and depression-related episodes were included as covariates of no interest.

To statistically test the relationship between test performance and specific factors of interest (e.g. age, sleep duration, and their interaction), LR tests were used to compare a full model that included all regressors to a reduced (nested) model that did not contain the set of regressors for an effect of interest. Calculated effect sizes include *R*^2^ (the difference in variance accounted for between the full and reduced models) and Cohen's $f^{2}$ (the proportion of variance uniquely accounted for by the full model) \[[@CIT0030]\].

Results were considered statistically significant if *p* \< 0.05 when Bonferroni-corrected for multiple comparisons. However, given that performance across tests was correlated (and hence the 16 measures were not completely independent), we estimated the effective number of comparisons using a method based on the variance of the eigenvalues derived from the correlation matrix of all 16 scores \[[@CIT0031]\]. The estimated effective number of tests was 14.27, which corresponds to a conservative *p*-value significance threshold of 0.0035. It was expected that many effects, including trivial relationships, might appear statistically significant given the large sample size \[[@CIT0032]\], so we performed additional analyses to better characterize statistical relationships. First, scores were expressed in *SD* units which makes it possible to interpret differences like a distance based effect size (like Cohen's *d*). Second, when possible we estimated the Bayes factor in favor of the null (BF~01~) and alternative (BF~10~) hypotheses for each effect using the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) approximation \[[@CIT0033]\]. This method compares two models like the LR test, but heavily penalizes model complexity given a large sample size. That is, it becomes more stringent as the sample size increases, and therefore tiny effect sizes are less likely to result in a rejection of the null hypothesis \[[@CIT0034]\]. We interpret the calculated Bayes factors using Wagenmakers' \[[@CIT0033]\] heuristic, where BFs 1--3, 3--20, 20--150, and \>150 constitute weak, positive, strong, and very strong evidence, respectively, for the given hypothesis.

To visualize the relationship between predictors (e.g. typical duration, sleep delta) and cognitive performance, predicted score curves and their confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated from the estimated regression models by substituting a design matrix containing the prediction interval of interest (e.g. typical sleep duration from 3 to 12 hours) and the mean value of the population for every other factor. These marginal plots show the expected cognitive score across a range of values for a given variable (e.g. typical sleep duration) while holding all other variables constant (to their mean value in our sample). The x-coordinate of a parabola's vertex (e.g. the optimal amount of sleep) was simply calculated as $x = ~ - \frac{B}{2A}$ where $A~$was the estimated coefficient for the variable-squared term, and $B$ was the coefficient for the linear term. 95% CI for this parameter were estimated using Fieller's method \[[@CIT0035]\].

To test whether the effect of typical sleep duration differed between the three cognitive domains (STM, reasoning, and verbal ability), a linear mixed effects model was constructed that modeled the three domain scores as repeated measurements for each subject. In addition to the random intercept for each subject, the model included the covariates described above, a set of dummy regressors to code the cognitive domain for each score (*N* = 2), and the interactions between domain and all other factors. These interactions were included because there is evidence that these cognitive domains are differently affected by age, education, gender, and level of anxiety \[[@CIT0029]\]. The mixed-effects model was estimated using maximum likelihood, instead of restricted maximum likelihood, to facilitate significance tests of fixed effects. *F*-tests, implemented as a Wald test using an *F* distribution, were used to test specific hypotheses: the overall two-way interaction between sleep duration and cognitive domain, and the simple two-way interactions contrasting pairs of cognitive domains.

Results {#s8}
=======

[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the distributions for age, typical sleep duration, and the length of the previous night's sleep, and their relationships. Increasing age was associated with less sleep per night in the past month ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), and less sleep the night prior to testing ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). These two measures of sleep duration were correlated ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Participants reported that they had slept an average of 6.42 hours per night in the last month (*SD* = 1.28 hours), and indicated that they slept on average 6.88 hours (*SD* = 1.67 hours) the night prior to completing the set of 12 cognitive tests. Summary statistics including the mean and *SD* for all 16 scores are provided in [Supplementary Table S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Scatterplots and histograms of (A) self-reported typical sleep duration per night in the past month versus age at test; (B) the number of hours slept the night prior to testing versus age at test; and (C) typical sleep duration versus previous night\'s sleep in the past month. Scatter plots were convolved with a Gaussian kernel to illustrate a 2D estimate of the probability distribution function of the data. Regression lines and associated statistics are shown in each plot. Histograms of each variable and their probability density function (PDF) estimates are shown above and to the right of each plot.](zsy18201){#F1}

Does cognitive performance depend on typical sleep duration? {#s9}
------------------------------------------------------------

We first tested whether specific effects of interest---age, typical sleep duration, and their interaction---predicted performance for any of the 16 scores. Parameter estimates and their CIs from the estimated regression models, for the four composite scores, are shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Figure S1A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} show that significant relationships were found between the self-reported typical number of hours slept per night and the reasoning, verbal, and overall composite scores.

###### 

OLS parameter estimates for effects of interest, from regression models estimated for each cognitive composite score

  Parameter                                 Score    Coef     *SE*     *t*      *p*      95% CI   
  ----------------------------------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
  Typical sleep duration                    STM      0.018    0.007    2.39     0.017    0.003    0.032
  Reasoning                                 0.030    0.007    4.19     0.000    0.016    0.044    
  Verbal                                    0.036    0.008    4.46     0.000    0.020    0.051    
  Overall                                   0.045    0.007    6.34     0.000    0.031    0.058    
  Typical sleep duration^2^                 STM      −0.005   0.003    −1.43    0.154    −0.011   0.002
  Reasoning                                 −0.020   0.003    −6.08    0.000    −0.026   −0.014   
  Verbal                                    −0.017   0.004    −4.73    0.000    −0.024   −0.010   
  Overall                                   −0.023   0.003    −7.17    0.000    −0.029   −0.017   
  Age at test                               STM      −0.025   0.001    −34.76   0.000    −0.027   −0.024
  Reasoning                                 −0.022   0.001    −31.11   0.000    −0.024   −0.021   
  Verbal                                    −0.012   0.001    −15.23   0.000    −0.014   −0.011   
  Overall                                   −0.033   0.001    −48.10   0.000    −0.035   −0.032   
  Age at test × typical sleep duration      STM      0.000    0.000    0.34     0.732    −0.001   0.001
  Reasoning                                 0.000    0.000    −0.44    0.661    −0.001   0.001    
  Verbal                                    0.000    0.001    0.02     0.988    −0.001   0.001    
  Overall                                   0.000    0.000    −0.07    0.945    −0.001   0.001    
  Age at test × typical sleep duration^2^   STM      0.000    0.000    1.20     0.231    0.000    0.001
  Reasoning                                 0.000    0.000    1.05     0.292    0.000    0.001    
  Verbal                                    0.000    0.000    −1.45    0.148    −0.001   0.000    
  Overall                                   0.000    0.000    0.73     0.464    0.000    0.001    

Coef = coefficient value, *SE* = standard error, *t* = *t*-statistic (*df* = 10885), *p* = uncorrected *p*-value for the associated *t*-statistic, CI = 95% confidence intervals of the parameter estimate. Other Covariates: gender, level of education, level of anxiety, level of depression.

###### 

Results of LR tests that compared, for each score, the full regression model to a nested model that did not include regressors for the effect of interest. Typical sleep duration (overall) indicates a test for the combined effect of the linear and quadratic terms, whereas Typical sleep duration^2^ is a test of only the quadratic term.

  Effect                                   Score     LR        *p*         *p* ~*adj*~   *df*    Δ*R*^2^   *f* ^2^   BF~01~    BF~10~
  ---------------------------------------- --------- --------- ----------- ------------- ------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
  Age                                      STM       1147.63   \<0.001     \<0.001\*     1       0.095     0.111     \<0.001   \>1000
  Reasoning                                929.04    \<0.001   \<0.001\*   1             0.078   0.089     \<0.001   \>1000    
  Verbal                                   230.04    \<0.001   \<0.001\*   1             0.020   0.021     \<0.001   \>1000    
  Overall                                  2101.18   \<0.001   \<0.001\*   1             0.159   0.213     \<0.001   \>1000    
  Typical sleep duration (overall)         STM       8.55      0.014       0.198         2       0.001     0.001     151.113   0.007
  Reasoning                                60.34     \<0.001   \<0.001\*   2             0.005   0.006     \<0.001   \>1000    
  Verbal                                   47.04     \<0.001   \<0.001\*   2             0.004   0.004     \<0.001   \>1000    
  Overall                                  101.64    \<0.001   \<0.001\*   2             0.007   0.009     \<0.001   \>1000    
  Typical sleep duration^2^                STM       2.03      0.154       1.000         1       0.000     0.000     37.746    0.026
  Reasoning                                36.99     \<0.001   \<0.001\*   1             0.003   0.003     \<0.001   \>1000    
  Verbal                                   22.40     \<0.001   \<0.001\*   1             0.002   0.002     \<0.001   701.456   
  Overall                                  51.38     \<0.001   \<0.001\*   1             0.004   0.005     \<0.001   \>1000    
  Age × Typical sleep duration (overall)   STM       1.55      0.462       1.000         2       0.000     0.000     \>1000    \<0.001
  Reasoning                                1.32      0.518     1.000       2             0.000   0.000     \>1000    \<0.001   
  Verbal                                   2.10      0.350     1.000       2             0.000   0.000     \>1000    \<0.001   
  Overall                                  0.54      0.762     1.000       2             0.000   0.000     \>1000    \<0.001   

*p* ~*adj*~ = adjusted *p*-value, *f*^2^ = Cohen's *f*^2^ effect size statistic, *df* = degrees of freedom.

\*Significant effects corrected for multiple comparisons (*N* = 14.27 effective comparisons). Also listed are the corresponding Bayes factors in favor of the null (BF~01~) and alternative hypotheses (BF~10~).

No significant relationship was observed between sleep duration and performance in the STM domain. Bayesian comparisons support these conclusions ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Figure S1B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), offering very strong evidence (BF~10~ \> 1000) that reported sleep duration was associated with reasoning, verbal, and overall ability, whereas there was very strong evidence (BF~01~ \> 150) that STM performance had no such association with sleep. The quadratic sleep-duration term was significant for these three scores as well ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}), and inspection of this estimated parameter for each model revealed that it was negative in all cases ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"})---implying an inverted-U shaped association between performance and sleep duration. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates this relationship by plotting predicted overall cognitive performance as a function of hours slept. The results of these analyses for individual test scores are provided in [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Table S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Overall test performance versus self-reported typical sleep duration per night in the past month, with the predicted overall performance for our population sample in light blue (with 95% confidence intervals). To better illustrate the density of data points in the sample, the color of each point is scaled by a kernel density estimate.](zsy18202){#F2}

Supplementary analyses were carried out to investigate other explanations. First, we repeated the previous analysis including only those participants who reported typical sleep durations within ±1.5 *SD*s of the mean, to investigate whether the U-shaped relationship was driven by poor performers with very low or high amounts of sleep. This yielded a similar pattern of results ([Supplementary Table S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting the relationship was not driven by poor performing subjects "in the tails". We also used the estimated length of the previous night's sleep, instead of the typical amount of sleep, to predict cognitive scores. This again produced the same pattern of results ([Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Table S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

What is the optimal amount of sleep? {#s10}
------------------------------------

From parameter estimates of composite score models, we calculated the x-coordinate of the inflection point for each fitted curve (i.e. the numbers of hours slept resulting in peak performance in our population; [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), and 95% CIs around this point. The optimal amount of sleep was found to be 7.16 (95% CI = 6.78--7.74), 7.44 (95% CI = 6.92--8.43), and 7.38 (95% CI = 7.02--7.91) hours for reasoning, verbal, and overall abilities, respectively.

![Predicted score performance as a function of sleep duration, for (A) STM, (B) Reasoning, (C) Verbal, and (D) Overall scores, in units of standard deviations. Although STM did not show a significant relationship with typical sleep duration, it is included for comparison. Shaded regions on top and bottom of the curve indicate 95% confidence intervals of the prediction. Vertical dashed lines indicate the location of the curves' maxima, with shaded 95% confidence intervals prediction (except for STM, where they could not be calculated due to a nonsignificant quadratic term).](zsy18203){#F3}

[Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the difference between performance for a given sleep duration and maximum performance, with 95% CIs of the difference, for all four composite scores. This figure shows, for example, that reasoning, verbal, and overall performance scores for participants who reportedly slept only 4 hours per night were on average 0.20, 0.20, and 0.26 *SD*s lower, respectively, than participants who slept the optimal amount (reasoning: *t*~(10865)~ = 7.94, *p* \< 0.001; verbal *t*~(10865)~ = 7.19, *p* \< 0.001, overall *t*~(10865)~ = 10.55, *p* \< 0.001). For context, this difference corresponds to an increase in age of 9.04, 17.0, or 7.86 years for these three scores. [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} also indicates that we could reliably detect an impairment (i.e. a difference from optimal performance, *p* \< 0.05 uncorrected) for 5.97, 6.06, and 6.26 hours of sleep for reasoning, verbal, and overall scores. In our sample, 48.9% of participants reported getting typically less than 6.30 hours of sleep per night in the past month.

![The difference from predicted peak performance for (A) STM, (B) Reasoning, (C) Verbal, and (D) Overall scores, in units of standard deviations. Shaded regions above and below the curve indicate 95% confidence intervals of the difference. Vertical dashed lines (sparse dash, on the left) indicate where the lower confidence bound crosses the horizontal black line (i.e. *x* = 0, no difference from peak performance). Peak location is also marked with vertical dashed lines.](zsy18204){#F4}

Are cognitive domains affected differently? {#s11}
-------------------------------------------

An *F*-test revealed a significant cognitive domain (three levels---STM, Reasoning, Verbal ability) by sleep duration overall interaction (*F*~*(4,32602*)~ = 4.06, *p* \< 0.005), suggesting that sleep affected the three domains differently. Follow-up tests indicated significant simple two-way interactions such that the relationship between sleep duration and performance differed between reasoning and STM (*F*~*(2,32602*)~ = 5.90, *p* \< 0.005) and verbal and STM (*F*~*(2,32602*)~ = 5.53, *p* \< 0.005), but not between reasoning and verbal domains. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the difference in the quadratic fit between STM and the reasoning and verbal domains.

Does the relationship between sleep and cognition depend on age? {#s12}
----------------------------------------------------------------

We did not observe any significant interactions between age and sleep duration ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} bottom rows). While we cannot accept a nonsignificant interaction as evidence that there is no such effect, the Bayesian analysis of the same data and models ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) suggested that there is very strong evidence in favor of the null hypothesis---that the relationship between sleep duration and cognitive performance does *not* depend on age. The Bayesian statistics show, for example, that the pattern of performance across all domains was well over 1000 times more likely to occur if the relationship between sleep duration and cognitive performance *did not* depend on the participants' age.

Does a single night's sleep affect cognition? {#s13}
---------------------------------------------

Examination of the "sleep delta" effect revealed a significant relationship with participants' overall cognitive performance that was quadratic ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Figure S5a](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Bayesian statistics provided very strong corresponding evidence (BF~10~ = 390) in favor of this effect ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Figure 5Sb](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Inspection of the parameter estimates ([Supplementary Table S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) showed a negative coefficient of the quadratic "sleep delta," implying an inverted U-shaped association. Reasoning scores exhibited a significant quadratic effect of sleep delta, but the corresponding Bayes factor suggested very weak evidence in favor of the null hypothesis (BF~01~ = 1.34) that there was no relationship between sleep delta and reasoning scores. Similarly, there was a significant interaction between sleep delta and typical sleep duration for overall performance, yet the Bayesian analysis very strongly supported the null hypothesis (BF~01~ = 322). The diverging nature of these latter two observations---statistically significant effects with Bayesian evidence in favor of the null hypothesis---suggests that these might be trivial results (i.e. tiny effects detected only because of the large sample).

###### 

Results of the "sleep delta" analysis. Sleep delta (overall) indicates a test for the combined effect of the linear and quadratic terms, whereas Sleep delta^2^ is a test of only the quadratic term.

  Effect                                 Score   LR      *p*         *p* ~*adj*~   *df*    Δ*R*^2^   *f* ^2^   BF~01~    BF~10~
  -------------------------------------- ------- ------- ----------- ------------- ------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
  Sleep delta (overall)                  STM     4.38    0.112       1.000         2       0.000     0.000     \>1000    \<0.001
  Reasoning                              8.72    0.013   0.182       2             0.001   0.001     139.102   0.007     
  Verbal                                 8.62    0.013   0.192       2             0.001   0.001     146.204   0.007     
  Overall                                21.23   0.000   \<0.001\*   2             0.001   0.002     0.267     3.739     
  Sleep delta^2^                         STM     4.01    0.045       0.644         1       0.000     0.000     14.023    0.071
  Reasoning                              8.72    0.003   0.045\*     1             0.001   0.001     1.335     0.749     
  Verbal                                 8.43    0.004   0.053       1             0.001   0.001     1.543     0.648     
  Overall                                21.23   0.000   \<0.001\*   1             0.001   0.002     0.003     390.151   
  Sleep delta × typical sleep duration   STM     14.54   0.006       0.082         4       0.001     0.001     \>1000    \<0.001
  Reasoning                              11.53   0.021   0.303       4             0.001   0.001     \>1000    \<0.001   
  Verbal                                 8.72    0.069   0.979       4             0.001   0.001     \>1000    \<0.001   
  Overall                                25.63   0.000   0.001\*     4             0.002   0.002     321.522   0.003     

*p* ~*adj*~ = adjusted *p*-value, *f*^2^ = Cohen's *f*^2^ effect size statistic, *df* = degrees of freedom. Each row shows the results of a LR test that compared, for each score, the full regression model to a nested model that did not include regressors for the effect of interest.

\*Significant effects corrected for multiple comparisons (*N* = 14.27 effective comparisons). Also shown are the corresponding Bayes factors in favor of the null (BF~01~) and alternative hypotheses (BF~10~).

[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows predicted cognitive performance as a function of sleep delta (i.e. the marginal effect of sleep delta while holding all else constant) for overall and (for comparison's sake) reasoning abilities. The location of the maximum occurred at a delta of 1.30 hours (95% CI = −0.235 to 7.377) and 1.18 hours (95% CI = 0.249--2.762) for reasoning and overall scores, respectively. This implies that sleeping around 1.18 hours more than usual was associated with best overall cognitive performance; however, sleeping less than the usual amount, or sleeping more than 2.76 hours more than usual (i.e. the upper 95% CI or the delta maximum), was associated with decreasing performance. Given that the average amount of typical sleep for our sample was 6.41 hours, and that the optimal amount of sleep for overall cognitive performance was found to be between 7.02--7.91 hours, this finding suggests that cognitive performance is better given a night of sleep that is closer to the optimal amount than usual. In other words, sleeping closer to 7 to 8 hours on a given night was associated with better overall cognition.

![Predicted (A) Reasoning and (B) Overall performance as a function of "sleep delta"---the amount of sleep the night prior to testing minus the typical amount of sleep. Shaded regions above and below the curve depict 95% confidence intervals. The *x*-coordinate of the peak of the curve is indicated with a vertical line, and shaded regions to either side indicate 95% confidence intervals on the location of this optimum.](zsy18205){#F5}

Effects of other variables on cognitive performance {#s14}
---------------------------------------------------

Even though the primary focus of this study was to investigate the relationship between sleep duration and cognition, we explored the other variables included in our regression models ([Supplementary Table S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Figures S3 and S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We observed significant relationships between gender and STM and overall performance, anxiety and STM and overall performance, and level of education and all four composite scores. The patterns of these relationships ([Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were consistent with those observed by Hampshire *et al.* \[[@CIT0029]\]. We observed no interaction between gender and sleep duration, and the Bayesian analysis provided very strong evidence that the U-shaped relationship between sleep and cognition did not depend on gender.

Discussion {#s15}
==========

With this massive online study, we have demonstrated that performance on a wide range of complex and cognitively demanding tasks is related to the reported typical number of hours slept per night in a large and diverse sample of over 10000 people. Our results suggested that people who regularly slept more or less than 7--8 hours a night had impairments in their overall cognition, and in their reasoning and verbal abilities. In our data, roughly half of all people reported regularly sleeping 6.3 hours per night or less, and had detectable impairments in overall cognition. For those who slept even less---four hours per night---the impairment was equivalent to adding almost 8 years to their age.

Importantly, not all tests and cognitive domains were equally affected by the amount of sleep: participants' reasoning and verbal abilities were observed to have a similar and reliable inverted-U shaped relationship with the number of hours slept, whereas this pattern was significantly different for STM. In fact, the evidence favored the null hypothesis that there was *no* relationship between STM performance and reported hours of sleep. This dissociation suggests that regular sleep patterns impact only some higher-order cognitive processes, like the ability to identify complex patterns and manipulate information to solve problems, but has a lesser effect on basic memory processes. STM performance was associated with other factors, like age, gender, and level of anxiety, so it seems unlikely that this measure was simply not sensitive to the effects of sleep. Furthermore, the statistically reliable interaction rules out less interesting explanations that would affect performance across all tasks. For example, if people who don't get enough sleep simply could not focus on the task at hand they would be expected to perform worse across all cognitive domains. It is also unlikely to be a residual effect of age (considering that older people tended to report sleeping less), because increasing age was associated with decreasing performance on *all* measures. And, the effect cannot be a result of fatigue over the course of the session because the test order was randomized for every participant.

It is interesting that the high-level cognitive processes we found to be associated with sleep duration are different from those that seem to be most affected by short-term total SD; meta-analyses \[[@CIT0007]\] have suggested that short-term and working memory are more impaired by total SD than reasoning. On the other hand, it has been suggested that chronic partial sleep restriction has a greater impact on (broadly defined) cognitive function than total SD \[[@CIT0036]\]. Comparing our pattern of results to those observed in studies of acute and total SD demonstrates that different kinds of sleep disruption affect different high-level cognitive systems, and highlights the importance of distinguishing between acute/total SD, versus everyday sleep patterns that might---for many people---resemble prolonged periods of restricted sleep.

Supporting this idea, we also found some evidence that a single night's sleep can affect cognition. In terms of overall performance, participants who, on the night before testing, slept more than their usual performed better than those who maintained their norm. A similar pattern has been reported previously \[[@CIT0037]\], but the current results demonstrate that this "sleep delta" affords a benefit or disadvantage depending on whether the change was towards or away from the optimal amount of sleep. These results are consistent with the idea of a "sleep debt," in that impairment begins to build up after a single night of restricted sleep (i.e. deviating from the optimal), and that cognition begins to recover as sleep duration returns to normal \[[@CIT0004]\]. This suggests that people who have chronically too little or too much sleep might see a cognitive improvement with as little as one night of better sleep, whereas one night of poor sleep might well negatively impact a typically "good" sleeper.

While the relationship between too little sleep and cognitive impairment is perhaps unsurprising, it is less clear why too much sleep would produce a similar deficit. A negative effect of nightly sleep in excess of 8 hours is consistent with other similar cross-sectional studies \[[@CIT0011]\], and is often attributed to known correlates of long sleep duration such as depression, failing health, increased morbidity risk, and decreased physical fitness \[[@CIT0038]\]. However, we controlled for self-reports of depressive episodes in our analysis, and there is no obvious reason why other such factors would affect specific cognitive domains, and not just overall cognitive performance (i.e. the interaction helps rule out factors that would be expected to affect performance on all tests). A more interesting interpretation is that impaired cognition seen in long sleepers is actually driven by too much sleep; for example, longer sleep is associated with longer and more intense sleep inertia \[[@CIT0041]\], which has been shown to produce impairments in high-level cognitive domains, like decision making \[[@CIT0042]\]. Future work could investigate how cognition varies as a function of sleep duration, wake time, and the amount of time between waking and testing.

The wide age range of our sample allowed us to test whether the relationship between reported sleep duration and cognitive performance varied as a function of age, but we found no evidence for such an interaction. In fact, the data were strongly in favor of the null hypothesis---that the shape and location of the inverted-U association is constant across the lifespan. Put simply, the amount of sleep that results in optimal cognitive performance (7--8 hours), and the impact of deviating from this amount, was the same for everyone---regardless of age. Somewhat counter-intuitively, this implies that older adults who slept more or less than the optimal amount were impacted no more than younger adults who had non-optimal sleep. If sleep is especially important for staving off dementia and age-related cognitive decline \[[@CIT0017]\], then one might predict that a lack of sleep (or too much sleep) would be associated with more pronounced cognitive impairment in the elderly than in younger adults. Nonetheless, given that 7--8 hours of sleep was associated with optimal cognition for all ages and that increasing age was associated with less sleep, older populations in general would likely benefit from more sleep. The age-invariant relationship between sleep and cognition that we observed is consistent with another recent large-scale study \[[@CIT0043]\], that found a negative association between sleep and general cognitive performance, but little evidence that the effect depended on age. As far as we know, these are the only two reports that examine the interaction of sleep, cognition, and age within the same study. By far, most studies of the relationship between sleep duration and cognition focus on middle-aged to older populations \[[@CIT0008], [@CIT0012], [@CIT0013], [@CIT0015], [@CIT0037], [@CIT0044]\], yet our finding that 7--8 hours of sleep was associated with optimal cognitive performance is consistent with all of them. One caveat to this conclusion is that our analysis may not have been sensitive to a difference in more senior participants because: (1) the number of volunteers over the age of 70 was low (*N* = 269) and (2) the interaction model assumed that the parameters of the quadratic curve would vary smoothly with age, whereas there could be a more sudden change in this relationship during early and later stages of life. We also cannot conclude that these results apply to children and adolescents, given that they were not included in the study.

There are additional limitations of this study that are common to such large-scale investigations. First, a cross-sectional approach cannot truly establish a causal relationship between sleep duration and cognitive performance in different domains, and while we attempted to control for obvious confounds like age, gender, education, and levels of anxiety and depression, it is possible that there is some other unmeasured confounding variable driving the apparent relationship. However, as we described earlier, the significant interaction pattern allows us to rule out explanations that would be expected to affect cognition across all domains, such as age or long-term psychotropic drug use \[[@CIT0045]\]. The current results warrant further investigation, perhaps harnessing a large-scale within-subjects experimental design. A second potential limitation is that our primary measures of sleep duration relied entirely on subjective self-report. Validation studies that have compared subjective to objective measures of average sleep duration have found that they were moderately correlated \[[@CIT0046], [@CIT0047]\], that people tended to over-report how much they actually slept, and that over-report was greater for people who actually slept less \[[@CIT0047]\]. If this were the case in our study, then our results would slightly overestimate the size of the sleep-related effect on cognition and the optimal amount of sleep. It has also been suggested \[[@CIT0048]\] that self-reports of sleep duration are most unreliable for very low and high reported amounts of sleep (i.e. "in the tails"); one reason may be that mental health factors might be associated with very high or low (and inaccurate) estimates of sleep duration \[[@CIT0039], [@CIT0049], [@CIT0050]\]. Hence, cognitive impairments due to these factors would give rise to an apparent inverted U-shaped association with reported sleep duration. However, we attempted to control for mental health problems, and, critically, a supplementary analysis that removed the "tails" of the reported sleep duration (i.e. included only participants within 1.5 *SD*s of the mean) yielded similar results.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that cognitive performance is associated with a self-reported measure of average nightly sleep duration, but the pattern of this association is different across specific cognitive domains. Reasoning and verbal ability exhibited a reliable inverted-U shaped relationship with this measure of sleep, such that the optimal amount of sleep was found between 7 and 8 hours and worse performance was associated with more or less sleep than this amount; this pattern was different for short-term memory performance, which exhibited no association at all. Interestingly, the average amount of sleep reported by our population was less than 7 hours and those that slept slightly more than their usual amount the night before testing performed better, suggesting that many of us might benefit from a single night's good sleep of 7--8 hours. These findings have significant real-world implications, because many people, including those in positions of responsibility, operate on very little sleep and hence may suffer from impaired reasoning, problem-solving, and communications skills on a daily basis. The scale of this work paves the way for continuing investigations into how day-to-day sleep patterns, and variations in sleep, affect high-level cognitive functioning in the general population.
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